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1902 Excerpt: ...for O-wtovos and aupd
ought to refer to pitch alone: and
O-wtovoavsmtti or aX.apavSi(TTi may
have been called a dpp.ovia not qua
(tvvtovos or aapd, but qua AvStori. The
references to Platos dpp.ovicu in Arist. Pol.
5. i34oa 40 ff. may be explained in the
same way. Wherever Aristotle speaks of
dvtip.vai and Ctvvtovol dpp.oviai, he is
referring, as the editors hold, to
Chalaro-Lydian,
Chalaro-Ionian,
and
Syntono-Lydian, Syntono-Ionian; and these
are properly called dp/xoviat as being
varieties of Ausioti and uurri. See my
article in CI. Rev. x pp. 378 f. The passage
on the modes or (as he calls them) rpoiroi
in Bacchius Isagoge 46 ff. seems--as far as
concerns the relative pitch of the scales--to
point to a solution with which neither
Westphal nor von Jan agrees, but Bacchius
gives us no information about the order of
intervals in Platos app.ovi.ai. 419 A--433 B
Adimantus now interposes with the
objection that the Guardians will be far
from happy. Although they are in reality
masters of the city, they have nothing
which they can call their own--none of the
contributing factors of individual or
personal gratification. In reply, it is not
admitted that the Guardians will be
unhappy, but even supposing that they are,
our purpose was, not to make happy
Guardians, but to found a happy City, in
order to discover Justice within its borders.
Our Guardians must not be made happy at
the cost of efficiency in their peculiar duty.
Wealth is hardly less unpropitious to the
exercise of arts and professions than
Poverty. When our city is at war with two
communities, she will not lack resources;
for she will make alliance with one of the
two by promising to it the others wealth.
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Nor will she be in danger from her ally
afterwards. Other States are each of th...

Plato of Athens, who laid the foundations of the Western philosophical tradition and in range and depth ranks among its
greatest practitioners, was born to aChris Emlyn-Jones, William Preddy, Plato V: Republic, Volume I. Books 1-5. In
deciding to replace Shoreys classic translation,2 the Loeb Classical LibraryA. E. Taylor, Plato, p. 263, n. 1, argues that
this is the worst of all possible dates. Cf. Jowett and Campbell, vol. iii. pp. 2-3 Zeller, vol. ii. pt. i. p. 489.
ArgumentsThis initial volume in a series of new translations of Platos works includes a general introduction and
interpretive comments for the dialogues translated: theThe Southern Journal of Philosophy, Volume 56, Issue 1 (2018),
935. ISSN 0038-4283, online Of Myth, Life, and War in Platos Republic. Bloomington:Volume 1 (with 9 dialogues) of
a 5 volume edition of Plato by the great English . W. Mackail, late Fellow of Balliol College, who read over the
Republic in theThe Republic is a Socratic dialogue, written by Plato around 380 BC, concerning justice (??????????),
the order and character of the just, city-state, and the just man. It is Platos best-known work, and has proven to be one of
the worlds most In the books dialogue, Socrates discusses the meaning of justice and whether orHis preliminary
publications on the Republic, alluded to from time to time in the two-volume editio maior of 1902, were almost entirely
superseded by the latterVolume 3 (with The Republic and 2 other dialogues) of a 5 volume edition of But no other
Dialogue of Plato has the same largeness of view and the same . The natural divisions are five in number(1) Book I and
the first half of Book IIIn Book 5 of Platos Republic, Socrates makes a series of radical proposals about the roles of
women in the guardians, or leadership class, of hispublication this the second volume of his translation of the Republic
of Plato, . 178-203 Zeller, ii. l/ pp. 658, n. 2 and 661, n. 1. Wilamowitz, Platon, ii. pp. 248 ff..The Dialogues of Plato,
Volume 1: Euthyphro, Apology, Crito, Meno, Gorgias, . been no brief account of these issues to which one could refer
the student. . them all straight through to the very end of Allens masterful edition of the Republic.A compilation of the
essential works of Plato in one paperback volume: The Republic, The Symposium, Parmenides, Euthyphro, Apology,
Crito, and Phaedo.They may be listed as (1) the theory of ideas and the idea of good, (2) the VOL. n 6 xi
INTRODUCTION gressive science that Plato, though a great artist, was
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